Smart Troll Depth/Temp/Speed Probes



Depth Temp Speed Data:
o

Every Smart Troll II Probe can become a probe that also transmits SPEED data...it requires the Smart Troll II
Paddle wheel attachment (see below).

o

Depth/Temp/Speed Probes can be tethered to a Down-Rigger cable. Just clip the included snap-clip to the down
rigger cable (a couple of feet above the ball) and leave the back of the probe loose so it swims horizontal in the
water (safety Cable recommended).
With the Probe connected to the down rigger cable it is in a safe place should the ball break off.

o

Even with the paddle wheel attachment the Probe is small enough to connect directly to your line if you want. Speed
accuracy may be affected when attached to a fishing line but it can be calibrated in the Smart Troll II app.

o

After the Probe is attached to your DR cable or fishing line ...make sure the paddle wheel is unobstructed and free
to rotate.

o

The Depth and Temperature data will show in the respective columns and the SPEED for a particular Probe will
show in the column for SPEED.
When storing between uses… dry off with a rag or paper towel…then rub a small amount of reel oil on the metal at
both ends of the Probe.

Installing the Paddlewheel Attachment


Use the included metal clips to make a tether safety line about 6 inches long.



Insert the Probe that you want to use with the paddle wheel attachment through the opening in the back until it stops. The
metal bar that runs through the Probe should now extend through the paddle wheel attachment. NOTE: The solid end of the
probe is towards the clip that is on the paddlewheel attachment and the end with the hole in it will point back towards the lures.



Insert the clip from one end of the safety tether (made in step above) into the stainless steel bar to assure the Probe and
Paddle wheel attachment are safely attached to each other.



The Depth/Temp/Speed Probe is then ready to use.
o

Attach the safety tether that you made around the DR cable...then use the plastic snap clip on the Paddle Wheel
attachment to connect it directly to the DR cable ...a foot or so above the ball.

o

You can connect multiple Probes to the same down rigger if you want to see the Depth, Temperature and Speed at
different depths

o

You can have Probes on multiple down riggers

o

You can put some probes on the down riggers and other probes on lines in any combination you desire.

